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OCEAN KING

EXPLORER YACHTS GO “GREEN”

ed value when it comes to 
building luxury yachts?
D: I have no doubt that it 
does, as those who work 
exclusively on pleasure craft 
tend to focus on appear-
ance rather than structural 
aspects. A yard with more 
experience in the choice 
of materials and the fitting 
out of commercial and pro-
fessional vessels in general 
knows better how to build 
a vessel that performs well 
whatever the weather con-
ditions.
A: However, this does not 
mean that appearance 
doesn’t count. This is why 
with the Ocean King series 
we pay special attention to 
the design of both exterior 
and interior, guaranteeing 
top-class comfort for the 
owner and guests.
Fitted with two MAN D 

2842 LE412 588 kW diesel engines, the Ocean King 100’ has 
a top speed of 13 knots, with a range of as many as 10,000 
nautical miles at a cruising speed of 8, and is built with RINA 
grade A steel and naval standard 5083 H111 aluminium.
She has four decks: the lower deck includes the owner’s 

Alberto: The Ocean King 
is a very safe series pro-
duced boat, suitable for a 
customer who knows the 
sea and has already had 
other yachts before but 
who, still unsatisfied, wants 
a true and proper ship, 
made with professional 
technologies and to pro-
fessional design.
David: The Ocean King 
project saw the light after 
I’d been to a boat show 
with a friend who’s both 
a captain and a naval engi-
neer with oodles of expe-
rience, where we saw how 
most explorer yachts on 
show did not have what is 
needed to take to the high 
seas in safety and being 
able to economise on re-
sources. The engine rooms 
were not professional, and 
some solutions adopted by 
some of the yards had nothing marine about them, indeed 
some details, such as the ability to offload large masses of 
water from on deck, were totally inefficient, and could in 
difficult conditions lead to the flooding of a boat instead. 
Does experience in the commercial sector bring add-

ing whatever the conditions. The Ocean King 100’ was on 
show at the latest “Boot Düsseldorf ”, last January 2017, 
with a novelty: a hybrid propulsion system that makes this 
explorer environmentally far more friendly and all the 
more efficient. A Ship, which in the Anglo-Saxon tradition 
is compared to a lady, with the result that we refer to 
her with female pronouns, is built using the same rugged 
technology of an oceangoing tug, is highly manoeuvrable, 

is sparing with fuel, and can be managed 
by a small crew.

So let’s find out something more 
about what’s behind the building 
of a boat of this type, by inter-
viewing the two partners of 
CNC, the brothers David and 
Alberto Ballarin.

What’s the philosophy 
behind the Ocean 
King?

Ma Victoire is the latest of the Ocean King 100’ 
explorer yachts to be launched by Cantieri Na-
vali Chioggia (CNC), delivered in summer 2016 
at a festive ceremony held against the splendid 
natural backdrop of Venice lagoon. The concept 
for this latest creation comes from the preceding 
series, the Ocean King 88’, a 26 metre explorer  
with steel hull and alumin- ium su-
perstructure. The hull of 
this latest yacht is instead 
31 metres long, with 
changesn to the exter-
nal design that give it 
decidedly more flare, 
but still maintain the 
spirit and shape 
of a true working 
vessel, designed 
for offshore sail-

TECHNICAL DETAILS HYBRID SOLUTION

Type Explorer
Loa 30,50 m
Beam 8,00 m
Draught 2,50 m
Displacement 300 t under full load
External surface area 240 mq
Internal surface area 270 mq
Construction material Fe430 steel and naval 

alluminium 5083 H111
Propulsion 2 X diesel engines Man D 

2842 Le412
588 Kw a 1800 rpm

Fuel capacity 45.000 litres
Water capacity 15.800 litres
Category                Y, Unrestricted Navigation  

C,  Hull, • Mach
Hybrid solution full electric
Range 4 Hours
Power 2 X 50 Kw
Speed 7.5 knots
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benefits from very low consumption to start with, placing 
itself as one of the more eco-friendly in the world of yacht-
ing. This new hybrid prototype looks to green technology 
in shipbuilding, as hybrid is today becoming a style of life. 
Recent years have seen huge steps in the development of 
hybrid systems that are at once eco-friendly and efficient, 
which means we now have some valid alternatives to tradi-
tional propulsion systems.
How does this hybrid system work then?
A: Together with its two diesels, the yacht has two electric 
motors that, with a maximum power of 2 x 50 kW, allow for 
four hours of sailing at 7.5 knots in full electric mode. What’s 
more, the batteries can be recharged in just a few hours by 
generators, allowing for safe and secure cruising. One can 
also use mixed propulsion configurations, including running 
just one engine on minimum, thereby drastically reducing 
consumption.
No one has as yet built a vessel this size with a full 
electric propulsion system, who might want to buy 
one?
A: Given its recreational use, a yacht that can run on elec-
tric motors means no exhaust fumes and hence virtually no 
carbon footprint, agile docking, access to protected bays and 
nature reserves along the coast, plus no vibrations. I’d rec-
ommend it to anyone who wants to sail in safety, and do so 
economically, and anyone who has the environment at heart.
For more information on the Ocean King Explorer Yacht 
range please visit www.oceanking.it or contact us at info@
oceanking.it; tel. +39 041 5541886; Loc. Val Da Rio, 30015 
Chioggia – VE, Italy.
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Explorer Yachts go “green”

suite and three guest cabins, one of which is VIP; the main 
deck instead features the living-room and dining-room ar-
ea, a professional galley, pantry, laundry, nanny’s cabin, crew’s 
quarters (four real births in two cabins), and the crew’s 
mess. On the upper deck there is a lounge that looks on-
to an outdoor dining area with a fully equipped galley, the 
captains quarters, with a small office are situated just off the 
helm controls station.
The concept behind the design of the interior, by architect 
Mauro Mattaini, is to give the sensation of being at home, 
in contraposition to the seaworthiness of the vessel, to the 
point of not having a single curved wall. But then the concept 
was easy to express, given the ample space available and the 
greater than usual clearance between decks. The leitmotiv 

throughout, except for the crew’s quarters, is mouldings. 
This yacht’s aggressive exterior is in contrast with its soft in-
terior, where white is  purposely avoided in favour of a blend 
of earthy colours and light blue. The more marked versions 
of these colours are to be found in the guest cabins.
Over and above being a sound example of safety and so-
lidity on the market, the Ocean King 100’ sports another 
novelty in terms of fuel economy with its hybrid propulsion 
system. We asked engineer Andrea Bortolato of inNave, the 
naval engineering firm in Venice that carried out all of the 
engineering  of the Ocean King in detail, to fill us in on this 
move to green.
How was the Ocean King Hybrid Solution born?
Andrea: Let me premise that in any case the Ocean King 


